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Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Private dealer
appointments. Contactless purchase. Free home drop-off. We understand that some car
purchases just can't wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as possible. Just
search for the car you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to see if a dealer
offers them. Shop with real rates in hand. No impact on your credit score. Only takes minutes.
Personalized, real rates. Finance in Advance is a product of CarGurus, Inc. Financing not
completed on site. Pre-qualification and rates subject to your acceptance and satisfaction of
terms and conditions of participating lender. Using CarGurus made me feel empowered
because I was able to understand whether I had a good deal before I walked into the dealership.
Using CarGurus I was able to get all of the features that I wanted, well within my budget.
CarGurus gave me the information that I needed to make sure that I was getting a good deal. It's
definitely the filters on CarGurus that make it easyâ€”you can choose exactly the configuration
you're looking for. CarGurus put everything in front of me so I could figure out what the right
price was for the car that I was looking for. CarGurus exceeded my expectations because I met
the person that wanted to buy my vehicle at the highest price in a very short period of time.
Christian Wardlaw. Eileen Falkenberg-Hull. Stephen Edelstein. Launched for the model year, the
Volkswagen Atlas Cross Sport is a two-row, five-seat version of the Volkswagen Atlas family
crossover, itself a Blurring the lines between mainstream and luxury brands, the new Mazda CX
2. Clifford Atiyeh. It embraces a rosier past of automotive history, back when cars were just cars
Kyree Williams. For , it benefits from a facelift and a n Introduced in to replace the CC, it rec For
the model year, it gets Land Rover. Alfa Romeo. Coronavirus update. Contactless services for
safer shopping Private dealer appointments Contactless purchase Free home drop-off.
Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments. Free test drive at home. Keep Shopping.
Meagan found the exact car she wanted on CarGurus and only had to go to one dealership. All
Models. Select Model. Shop with real rates in hand No impact on your credit score Only takes
minutes Personalized, real rates See my options. Finance in advance View personalized, real
rates before you even talk to a dealer. See the details that matter Accident history, price drops,
days on lotâ€¦ find it all here. Play video. Dave M. Nadina P. Mike, a first-time used car shopper,
found a great deal on a SUV for his family. Mike D. Meagan G. Alex M. Matt C. Previous Next.
Then we factor in dealer reviews and list prices to give every car a deal rating. Enjoy new-car
reliability without the new-car price. Each vehicle is inspected and has a manufacturer warranty.
You need a car that can handle urban living, but how can you be sure you're buying the best
one? This guide points out exactly what you should look for and what to stay away from in a
city car. Ford has built some of the world's archetypal everyman performance carsâ€¦plus the
odd mid-engined exotic. Here are 10 of the best. Car stereo technology is constantly improving,
and fitting the latest unit can gain access to modern niceties such as Apple CarPlay and
Android Auto. Here's our guide to the best. Find a great deal Browse all approved used. What to
Look For in a City Car You need a car that can handle urban living, but how can you be sure
you're buying the best one? The Best Aftermarket Stereos for Car stereo technology is
constantly improving, and fitting the latest unit can gain access to modern niceties such as
Apple CarPlay and Android Auto. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Private dealer appointments. Click and collect. Home delivery. We understand that
some car purchases just can't wait, so we're here to help you find a great deal as safely as
possible. Just search for the car you want and filter for the services below. Or, click on a car to
see if a dealer offers them. We provide free access to key info like dealer reviews, market value,
price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one page. Our powerful search makes it easy to
refine and personalise your results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Land
Rover. Coronavirus update. Contactless services for safer shopping Private dealer
appointments Click and collect Home delivery. Dealership appointments. Virtual appointments.
Free test drive at home. Keep shopping. All models. Valuable insights We provide free access to
key info like dealer reviews, market value, price drops and days on the forecourt â€” all on one
page. Personalised search Our powerful search makes it easy to refine and personalise your
results so you only see the cars and features you care about. Approved used for sale Approved
used for sale. Please visit our U. I started CarGurus back in with a belief that online automotive
shopping was ripe for innovation, and that with the right technology and people, and a
commitment to doing the right thing for our customers, we could build a far superior automotive
shopping experience. That conviction has been central to our business ever since, and it has
fueled unrivaled product innovation that has enabled millions of people to find their next cars,
and tens of thousands of dealers to grow their businesses using the CarGurus platform. Skip to
main navigation. News Releases. News Releases Year: - Any - Items per page 10 25 February 11,
PDF Version. January 29, January 28, Nasdaq: CARG , a leading global online automotive
marketplace, announced it will issue a press release reporting financial results for the fourth

quarter and fiscal year ended December 31, , after the close of the market on. January 21, Dear
Shareholders, I started CarGurus back in with a belief that online automotive shopping was ripe
for innovation, and that with the right technology and people, and a commitment to doing the
right thing for our customers, we could build a far superior automotive shopping experience.
January 14, January 7, December 10, December 4, A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks
"Babs" is now with us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars?
Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better
purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular
blog articles How to detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring
types of fraud in the selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage
fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an
impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American
used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car?
CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains the importance of the service history of a
car, as well as where you can find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.
This company is not yet accredited. See reviews below to learn more or submit your own
review. Thank you, you have successfully subscribed to our newsletter! Enjoy reading our tips
and recommendations. A link has directed you to this review. Its location on this page may
change next time you visit. For more information about reviews on ConsumerAffairs. Car Gurus
please fix this feature. I have bought 3 cars and sold 2 cars here. I most recently used their
autopay system when I sold my car where CarGurus handled everything concerning the buying
process. It went seamlessly and I'd do it again in a heartbeat. That also includes a FedEx
prepaid label if needed, and my buyer was out-of-state to send the title and bill of sale to the
buyer. I've bought 2 cars from dealers using CarGurus, one was miles away and the other was
60 miles away. Cars listed on here get great visibility too. I had a hard-to-find car the one I just
sold , and had 3 serious inquiries within an hour of my listing, and one of them ended up being
the buyer. Get buying tips about Online Car Buying Sites delivered to your inbox. I've used this
site for approximately 5 yrs. Great Deal, Good Deal, Overpriced, etc. Some of the ads even show
the seller info so you can contact seller direct with-out using their site and not knowing for sure
the seller was contacted which HAS happened on other sites. Want financing? Some ads even
show it might be available. This is an excellent online company. They give links to contact
listing person or company. An excellent coverage of what each car has and the ability to ask for
more if needed. The photos for each car, if available, are excellent. They also let the potential
buyer ask for more. The seller can contact you, if requested, by phone, text or email. They use
symbols as well as text to let the buyer know what that particular vehicle has to offer. I have
been contacted by a seller more than one time when requested. This site was instrumental in
helping us find a suitable car for our new driver. He was specific in what he wanted and the
ability to "drill down" on types of vehicles was especially helpful. The added benefit of the price
rating of the vehicles let us know if we would be potentially getting a good deal. Obviously,
there are many facets of a "good" car deal, one being the quality of the car itself, but knowing
immediately that the pricing is fair is a great start! They allow fraudulent dealers to advertise on
their site. I have all the proof of purchase with the VIN, purchase price, etc. They told me the title
was coming on the the 18th. I purchased it from a company named Auto Network Motor Group. I
have since checked and the group is a registered car dealership in VA. When I alerted CarGurus
that they have a fraudulent dealer on their site they replied they do not follow up on dealers and
that unfortunately some dealers are are less reliable than others. CarGurus also says on its site
that they have "reviews you can trust". Now, with some research, I realize the reviews are not
trustworthy because it is extremely difficult to review a dealer on the site. It is so sad that a
company would advertise as a way to "buy with confidence", and when things go wrong, tell

those of us who use it, in effect, "so sad, too bad. I had multiple issues with the website and
customer service that they never resolved. I had created two listings for my truck and my sports
car. First and foremost, I couldn't access any messages from interested buyers in my truck on
the site. Rather than send me an email like Cars. I contacted customer service about this many,
many times and eventually asked for a refund on my ad many, many times, but they refused. I
ended the listing as it was useless. Most of the messages I got about my car was just a
message saying someone was interested in my car. Who cares! What a waste of time. A minor
issue I had was that I couldn't have two vehicles listed in 2 locations. Once I put my car in
storage for the winter, it was in a different zip code as my truck. I wanted to reflect this in the
ads so buyers knew how far they'd have to drive to see the vehicles. Once I changed the zip
code for one listing, it was automatically changed for the other as well. I again contacted
customer service and there was nothing they could do about. Such a simple little thing in the
code to make the site more user friendly and they won't do it. They didn't even forward to the
webmaster. I won't waste any money on CarGurus in the future after my poor experience with
the site and with the lack of customer service. I found the vehicle I was interested in buying on
the CarGurus' site and messaged the seller through the website. I received follow up texts from
both CarGurus and the seller with links 4 to see more information. Every link brought me to a
page saying I didn't have access to that page. I sent an email to CarGurus explaining the
situation and asked if the seller could contact me directly via email, they responded in a couple
days asking for my account email address which I supplied. Several days later there was still no
reply so I decided to contact the seller once again this can only be done through CarGurus and
in the message box I gave the seller my email and phone number asking if he would contact me
directly because of the problems of opening the links. I received a text from CarGurus with
another unusable link. I also received a text from the seller this all goes through the CarGurus'
website asking if I had received his message and to click on the link to see it, this link told me to
log in to my account to see the message. Once I logged in I was told that there were no
messages what a surprise. While this went on for over a week I continued to search for vehicles
on internet and dealer websites. Fortunately I found the vehicle I was looking for along with
excellent communications between the site, seller, and myself. Seems very likely. CarGurus
gives small dealerships the impression that they will create tons of customer leads for them
when in actuality they only create a additional bill for that small business. Our small business
was lured into a contract with them with promises of great customer turnover. CarGurus created
no additional foot traffic or generated no phone calls or inquiries about our inventory. We were
locked into a contract that we could not get out of and there was no adjustment to the pricing.
We called to cancel the services and were told that there would be no cancelation until the end
of the terms and even when the terms were done you still had to cancel at least 30 days out, or
you would be billed for services for the next month. We explained that companies like CarGurus
were helping to put small businesses out of business during these times of Covid 19 by locking
small companies in to contracts and charging them for services that were not producing any
results. Franchise Dealers may be able to afford these monstrous rates but our small
independent dealership certainly could not afford it. He simply responded snidely "read your
contract buddy, don't give me that. I am simply trying to keep the doors to our business open
during these tough times, and am only looking for a small sense of humanity from this Gigantic
corporation called CarGurus. They provide the basic info, location, etc. I purchased a new 7
month old Mercedes from a dealer with 5, miles. Dealer said it had been an "executive
demonstrator". Later found out it had been a leased vehicle and a
2017 hyundai santa fe sport manual
nissan frontier heater core
dodge ram suspension parts diagram
loaner. It had been damaged and repaired by the dealer. This type of info is not available to
CarGurus if the dealer doesn't disclose it. Just something to be aware of. Sign up to receive our
free weekly newsletter. We value your privacy. Unsubscribe easily. Search local inventory
today! Time for a new car and not sure where to start? Get trending consumer news and recalls.
Sort: Top reviews. Top reviews. Most helpful. Filter by: Any. How do I know I can trust these
reviews about CarGurus? Page 1 Reviews 0 - Original review: Oct. Original review: June 22, I
have bought 3 cars and sold 2 cars here. Not sure how to choose? Original review: June 15, I've
used this site for approximately 5 yrs. Original review: June 11, This is an excellent online
company. Original review: June 10, This site was instrumental in helping us find a suitable car
for our new driver. Original review: Feb. Original review: Dec. Get the news you need delivered
to you Sign up to receive our free weekly newsletter.

